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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

A systematic deviation from Na-K-Ca geothermometer below 1,5°C and 
above 10-4 atm P C02 

(Received 27 September 1974; accepted in 1'evisedform 12 November 1974) 

Abstract-If the temperature of ground water is below 75°0 and the partial prossure of 002 in 
tlw o,quifer is abovo 10-4 atm, a chemical steady-sto,te between water and felsic rocks (rather 
than chemical equilibrium) may be mainto,ined. The temperature of wo,ter in the aquifer may 
be 0stimated using a modified form of the No,-K-Oa geothermometer from, 

Na+ VCo,2+ 
log J{ = log·- + t log --- - 1 

K+ Na+' 

where the depurture of the steady-state from equilibrium. I. is a function of Peos: 

I = --1·36 - 0·253 log P eoa. 

CRJi1MIOAIJ compositions of thermal waters vary linearly with t.he reciprocal of 
absolute temperature in many geothermal systems (FOURNIER and TRUESDELL, 
1973). The variation has been interpreted by the authors as a chemical equilibration 
between water and Na-, K- and Ca-bearing minerals according to the van't Hoff 
equation. The mass-action laws of the complex equilibria lead to a generalized 
form 

Na+ VCa2+ 
log]( = log K+ -I- {J log NaT' (1) 

where ]( stands fol' an approximate equilibrium constant, the concentrations of 
ions are in mole/kg and {J is a constant depending on the stoichiometry of the 
reactions between '.vater and minerals. FOURNIER and TRUESDELL (1973) found 
that {J is either t 01' t depending upon whether the water equilibrated above or 
below 100°C. The tempemture change in log ]( for a range from 2 to 372°0 inferred 
from the diagram in their paper is 

log]( = -2·21 -I- H14(103/T), (2) 

where T is the absolute temperature in OK. 
Not aU ground waters are in chemical equilibrium with rocks. The two major 

causes of disequilibrium are fast percola,tion of WItter and a flux of an acidifying 
agent such as CO 2 into the aquifer. If the velocity of pcrcolt1tion and the flux of 
CO 2 are fast enough that t,}lC, hydrolysis of minerals cannot bring the chemical 
composition of the water to equilibrium, a stoutly-state composition may be estab
lished (PACES. ] nn). In such tt efl,se the chemical composition of the water c1evi,ltes 
from tho equilibrium state expressed by 010 value of log K. '1'11is is demonstrntecl 
by 20 sampll's of warm waters from felsic roekfl (P'ig. 1). No flpeenlativo seleution 
of tho sampks WItS made excepti thnti they exhibit varied degreos of disequilibrium 
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with minerals of granitic rocks. The temperature of the water in the aquifer is 
known only in three instances indicated by the arrows in Fig. 1. Other da,ta represent 
the temperature in the springs. The aquifer temperature in these cases probably 
cannot be estimated using the SiOz geothermometer (]'ommnm and ROWE, 1966; 
FOURNIER and TRUESDI';LL, 1970) because aluminosilicates rather then SiOa solid 
phases may control the concentration of silica in these low-temperature waters 
(PACES, H),13). The unknown differences in the spring and aquifer temperatures 
are 8011 importl1llt uncertainty in the following interpretation of the data. However, 
it is assumed in this letter that the temperature differences are probably not in 
excess of those represented by the three arrows in Fig. 1. ~rhe reason for the as
sumption is that the temperatures of all the springs are rather Jow and the discharges 
of the vta-ter are simila,r, in a range from 1 to 10llsec (discharge values are given in 
the caption of Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Na-K-Ca geothermometer for natural waters (FOURNIER and TRUESDElL, 
1973) and 20 samples of ground watcr witli'val'ied P COI from granitic roeks. 
Sources of chemical analysis: (1) Borsky massif, Czechoslovakia: unpublished 
ono.Iysis courtesy of J. Skorcpa, (2) PravHdlo(discharge 3'51/see), Teplice: 
CADEK et al., 1968 (3) HG·I (9·5 I/scc), Jachymov: LADOUTKA and PACES, 1966 
('.t) Vfidlo II (1·71/scc; discharge of group 35 I/see), Karlovy Vary: MAcnAcEK 
and t3UWEK, 1965 (5) Ln·l (I·41/scc), Louny: KOLAi'WVA, 1963 (6) BJ 2, Kon· 
stantinovy L{1zne: PACES, 1970 (7) B,T 14, Konstant.inovy L{t7.l16: PACES, 
1970 (8) Cisars];:)' spring (discharge of group 91/scc), Ht'tjek: .AJI1DROZ et aZ., 
1961 (9) 1IInmmot,h (0·251/sec, discharge of group 4'11/spc), Yellowstono Park: 
(10) Kcone \Vonder (1·91/see), California; (11) Big Horn ('1951/spc), Wyoming: 
(12) L~~suh61l (2'51/soo), Icolnncl: nil eited by WU1'l'E et aZ., 1963 (p.l" 54.) (13) 
Grovel's hot spring, Cnlifornia: (U) Bo\\'ers Munsion (a l/sec), Novada: (15) 
Wnlloy hot spring, Ne\'adn: (16) Cnlifornin, hot spring 12I·i, Cn.lifornia: (1'1) 
Mayors, spring 1219, California: (Iil) SCOVCI'Il, spring 1299, Cnliforniu.; (19) CnJpine, 
spring 156a, California: (20) Amold flpl'ing, California: all eitod l)y l<'B'r1I ct al., 

19(H (p.I 5·1). 
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Let us express the steady-state chemical composition of water by log Q, whose 
value is equal to the right-hand side of equation (1) providing that an equilibrium 
state is not assumed. NO'.v, the clevia,tion of a water sample from the equilibrium 
composition can be expressed by the disequilibrium index 

I = log Q - log J( 
(3) 

or, after substituting equation (2) and the definition of log Q into (1), 

Na+ VOaH 
I = log K.+ -I- (J log Na+ -I- 2·21 - 1.6-1(10

3
/'1'). 

(4) 

The values of I for the 20 samples vary from +0·1, 'which approximately 
indicates an equilibrium state, to --2'02, indicating the largest deviation. 

It has been found that the values correlate hest with log P 00, of water (r = 

-0''177), tho partial pressure of 002 being either measured if larger than 1 atm or 

calculated using the equation 

-log P
Ooa 

= pH -log HOOa- + 7·689 -I- 4·22 X 10-at + 3·54 X 10-
5
t
2

, 

where HOO
a
- is the activity of bicarbonate in the water and t is temperature of the 

water in °0. 
The linear regression between log POD, and I is apparent in Fig. 2 where the 

least square fit gives the line 

I = -1·36 - 0·253 log PODs' 
(5) 

The linear regression of I with other physicochemical pa,rameters is less obvious, 
e.g. I YS pH gives l' = 0·618, I vs log Oa2+ gives l' = -0··:W2. The correlation 
coefficient for 20 samples at the confidence level p = 0·01 is 0·561. Hence the 
linea.r regression with log P COt is highly probable. 

The fUllctiona.l relationships reflect the competition bet,Yeen the hydrolysis of 
feldspars and the dissociation of carbonic acid whose concentration is controlled 

by the flux of 002 into the aquifer. 
These observations indicat.e that the Na--K-Oa geothermometer should be 

applied with caution if POO
l 

in equilibrium with water is more than 10-
4 

atm and 

·5 
°8 
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Fig. 2. Disoquilibrimll indox I, oqnnt,ion (-1), va log P COs in t,he aquifor. 
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the temperatur~ in the aquifer is less than 75°0, In granitic terrains, where P CO
a is high, the a.pproximate temperature in the aquifer ll1a.y be estimated from the 

diagram presented by FOUltNIER and TRUI~SDELL (1973) and replotted in Fig. I 
if a. correction is made for a steady state 

Na+ VOa2+ 
log J( = log K + + t log N a + - J, 

where I is read out from Fig. 2. 
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